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 Via email transmission
State Water Resources Control Board commentletters@waterboards.ca.gov
1101 I Street
Sacramento, California  95814

Re: March 17-18, 2015 Meeting of the State Water Resources Control Board 
Consideration of proposed Resolution to update and re-adopt a drought-
related emergency regulation for curtailment of diversions due to
insufficient flow for specific fisheries

Board Members:

We made extensive comments on behalf of Stanford Vina Ranch Irrigation
Company and other Tehama County water right holders during the 2014 proceedings and
as part of Requests for Reconsideration filed on behalf of Stanford Vina.  We incorporate
herein those comments, authorities, and statements.   

In addition, hoping that brevity might finally gain your attention:

 You have not held hearings that would allow a balancing of the need for water and
its relative value.  In 2014 you accepted bare assertions from the California Department
of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) and the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) that a
minimum flow of 50 cfs and June pulse flows of 100 cfs were necessary and beneficial to
encourage survival and spawning of the few late-arriving Spring Run in June.   

Now, despite the success of last year’s pulse flow regime (see, e.g., NMFS
Technical Memorandum to Tom Howard, Feb. 2, 2015, at p. 2 (“Prescribed pulse flow
events were very successful”)), the proposed 2015 emergency regulations demand even
more water, and more often.  Although the 2015 NMFS Technical Memorandum only
requested pulse flows once every two weeks, the proposed 2015 emergency regulations
demand unlimited pulse flows as often as every 3 days or whenever requested by NMFS
or CDFW.  And although last year’s emergency regulations only required pulse flows
during June, due to the late action on the regulations, this year’s proposed emergency
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regulations would triple that period, to three months, beginning in April, even though last
year’s one-month pulse flow schedule was “successful.”  These proposed regulations
would require diverters to provide artificial pulse flows regardless of whether natural
pulse events had just occurred or were about to occur.  The proposal will require
immobilizing irrigation systems for substantial periods of time, with little advance
notice—only 72 hours—leaving farmers continually guessing about when or whether they
will have a chance to exercise their water rights and with no ability to plan ahead.  Not
one of the studies done on the Tehama County streams by State or Federal experts
supports this unlimited pulse flow regime and, to top it off, there is no requirement that
the water even be cold enough to support healthy spawning adults or juvenile
outmigrants.

Under the proposed 2015 emergency regulations, if local agencies sign
memorandums of understanding with NMFS and/or CDFW, then these regulations would
not apply.  The regulations essentially demand that diverters “voluntarily” agree to
provide water to government agencies for public purposes without any compensation, or
else be made subject to even more draconian regulations.  None of these plans are
founded on good science.  No evidentiary hearings have been held to determine the actual
water needs of the fish or to balance those alleged needs against the taking of the
diverters’ established property rights and the inherent value of their reasonable and
beneficial uses of water.  These regulations would assure that farmers are forced to give
up water that would have been put to a beneficial use, so that it can instead be used to lure
fish to their deaths in the lethally warm water further up the creeks.

In 2014, SVRIC developed a plan with well-respected fisheries biologists to
excavate a narrow channel in Deer Creek through four miles of critical passage areas—at
Stanford Vina’s expense—which would allow for base flows to be reduced by one-third
to one-half, reduce water temperatures to support salmonid survival, and reduce the risk
of predation to adults and out-migrating juveniles.  The study and plan is attached. 
Although this plan would produce substantial benefits for both the fishery and the
farmers, we were told by CDFW that they would not treat the project as an emergency
measure and, although we could apply for a streambed alteration permit, expedited
approval would not be forthcoming.

Maintaining an orderly society that follows the rule of law, including abiding by
due process, is of at least equal importance to maintaining fishery resources.  If the State
and citizens of California are not willing to pay for the cost of acquiring the water for the
public use of providing the water to fish, then the Board should not act to undermine the
rule of law. CDFW spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on a plan to provide alternative
water sources (e.g., wells) to these diverters—at CDFW’s expense—so that stream water
































